From reading all the news on the subject and examining for days, I can now readily say that why the Notre Dame happened is part of a greater plan the enemy is going to take in order to "Bolster protection of Christianity".

The Vatican is seeing that their end, so far as faith and followers is concerned, is coming. This is being imposed by Satan on them. They therefore, do amputate themselves in order to live, and to receive sympathy for this damage they cause, and to receive protection. Basically, they are on the run from a gangrene that is rising amongst their midst. Paganism in Europe is rising, and they know that they will lose most people in about a couple decades, if not all people. The church has been collapsing and this is happening from the inside due to them being pedos, useless, and in general worthless to society. Then, the promotion of the Migrant crisis, which is in total alignment with the teachings of Christianity, has put the enemy in a position where they are receiving a lot of flak.

Everyone has to remember: Christianity always came to us with Genocide of White people and every Pagan people that it touched. It always bolstered, protected, and if necessary, took beating in order to save the jews. What the pope does kissing migrant feet is nothing new. Christianity was brought from the Middle East by the Jews. Christianity is a Jewish Cult that is based on a disagreement of Canonical Jewish law, based on the story of a Rebel Rabbi. This is all it is and ever was. Then Pagan or Non-Christian people, after infinite genocide, were force fed it and it was methodically made into a hoax upon the people which it slaughtered.

As far as the political aspect here, it's clear that the enemy is trying to enforce a war between "Christianity and Islam" in Europe, ie, to fend off the pressure away from themselves and the jews. Ironically during such a "social event", both Islam and Christianity would be MORE protected in Europe, as there would be hypothetically "Higher risk for terrorist attacks" on them. This is a way for them to receive extra protection.

The example here is what happened in New Zealand, now the Muslims there are going to enjoy heightened privileges, the NZ people were left without guns, and generally this gave them every ability to increase mass surveillance, control, and suppress any elements who were suspicious of forced multiculturalism. The shooter
said he was "Punishing the Muslims" from basically a Christian standpoint. Did any Muslims or Christians get decreased? Definitely not. Did Whites benefit? Definitely not. Did this stop the progress of multiculturalism? Quite the contrary: in a sense, it bolstered the enemy's ability to enforce more laws, more measures, more control, and push more in that direction.

"Islam Vs Christianity" is a card the enemy is prepared to play especially in the next 10 to 15 years in Europe, because this will help them strangulate people through laws to maintain "Peace", and fry them on the multicultural pot way faster. This is what the Catholic Church is now doing. By regular standards, the Catholic church is going to collapse. Most people never visit the church or even care anymore. So, they have to push some social events to bring the sheep back to the camp.

The Catholic Church has been the protector, benefactor, and Jew inhabiting and infestation center for centuries. It's the main structure of the Jews behind their "Enemy Goyim Lines". If it goes down, then Jews in Europe go down. On every interval when the jews were threatened, the Church hid them, financed them, backed them up, and supported them, raised them in positions of power, and shilled for them on every accord.

The church went even as far as to create a version of "Controlled Anti-Semitism" through Martin Luther (Still pushed around to this very day) in order to make the angry masses calm down, as due to the intense hatred against the jews, they would go extinct in Europe sooner or later by popular rage. Even at the height of the enemy's power, and total ignorance to history, the hatred of the jews, either because they were found out for their crimes, or because people feel in their soul that they have been abused, has been tremendous. At some point it reached such height that a version of Christian and controlled "Antisemitism" had to be created in order to contain this hatred from erupting on the jews and destroying them completely. Of course, this worked to an extent, as jews have been reigning and away from the hook just fine and for centuries.

The purpose is multi-faced here with many factors involved, not just one. Now in regards to the "Event" itself.

The Notre Dame, if one reads the news, received in 24 hours, 600 million for rebuilding. Initially, the calculation of what it would require for rebuilding was 150 million. Now, they say that the 'climax of saving the church' was 66 Minutes, and the numbers are clearly all pointing to the 6, which the Jews love to use in their magickal filth. The fire began on April 15th, which again boils down to the number 6, and to the Jewish and Christian height of celebrations. They also claimed that "if 15 minutes
more had elapsed, the Notre Dame would be destroyed". Even the fire started at around 6:50pm local time according to reports. They say they will put measures in place, i.e., protection and renovation, and it hasn't been touched for 150 years. Notre Dame means "Our Lady", which, numerologically (Most of the news are communicated in English worldwide) adds up to 1185 and then to 15, and then to 6.

This is all subliminal. "Saving the Notre Dame" is equal to saving the "Holy Mary", and the "Holy Mary" is a symbolism for the Shekinah of the Jews, or in other words the "Feminine" Of Christianity. "Rebuilding the Church", the rebuilding of their symbolic conduit of energy. Notre Dame means "Our Lady". The efforts, donations, and prayers going in to "Restore" and "Rebuild" Christianity. This allegorically has to do with the conduit of storage power the enemy has in store for their agenda. If one pays attention, the Gargoyles and other things in the region did not quite get any harm from the fire. Even if theoretically the whole thing collapsed, these would remain intact as they resided higher.

The place of the structure that collapsed was essentially what acted as the "Antennae". Behind this structure there were all sorts of charged "Holy Relics", which ironically, were salvaged quite easily, and some reports say even BEFORE the actual fire took place. It appears from that perspective this was a planned publicity stunt. However, the removal of these things and the damage of this structure, is a setback for the enemy, as these structures are used in general for them to do specific rituals to affect everyone. One less broadcasting antennae. This is why in even the smallest towns, you have endless churches, in cases like Europe, always built on Ley Lines.

Apparently, it is collapsing, and they are trying to recharge it. "Pray for Notre Dame", "Pray for Holy Mary", the list goes, hundreds of millions sending sympathetic energy, which will be reinforced by the days of Easter, to maximize the energy intake for the enemy.

For them to take these stunts, they are frightened. They tried last year to push the cattle to send them energy in October when the Poop Francis requested all their followers "Pray the Rosary", and this was at the height of allegations in regards to more sexual scandals of the Vatican church. People who see these things, and when these erupt, they lose millions of followers and their faith in an instant.

**In regards to the numerology mind washing on this event:**

66 minutes: The frantic race to save Notre Dame:
https://apnews.com/e9cc2e0e2ce84b7a82ab ... ket-newtab
600 million: https://www.neweurope.eu/article/french ... cathedral/
24 hours, 600 million: https://www.ackcitynews.com/2019/04/les ... -went.html
15 minutes Notre Dame Would Be Destroyed: https://news.yahoo.com/notre-dame-blaze ... 14706.html
6:50 PM the starting of the fire: https://www.news.com.au/travel/travel-u ... 8c5c641904
"No one has touched it for the 150 years!" claim: https://news.yahoo.com/notre-dame-blaze ... 14706.html
"Our Lady" - Notre Dame Gematria: Equals 1185 (60+300+90+0+30+1+4+700), reduces to 15, which further reduces to 6
First Alarm Aired at 6:20: https://apnews.com/e9cc2e0e2ce84b7a82ab ... ket-newtab

It should be clear what and why are the purposes of this incident, and that it was an inside job that they were forced to do because of greater pressures falling onto them. Cathedrals and huge buildings do not catch huge fires just by a Pakistani guy holding a match and throwing it in. This clearly was an inside job, and it cannot be an accident. A hell of an accident on numerological dates, isn't it? It is not any accident.

The Jews require and live through Christianity and Islam. These religions, their tenets, and their perceptions, do allow every abuser, every jew, and every pedophile to walk around this earth not only untouched and unimpeded, but actually rich, rewarded, and empowered in all ways. This is furthered and fed from the psychic energy of the masses, without their consent or personal will involved. Billions and billions charging only for their own damnation.
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